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VEE KNEW ABOUT DER SCHAB, BUT DIS IS RIDICULOUS! 

Oct. 26 (IPS)--The following,is a direct translation from the Ger
man press: 

,"One of the richest of the newly-rich oil sheikhs, the 
Sheikh of oman, has bought up the entire Berchtesgarten 
area on the Obersalzburg' mountain in Bavaria, \"here Hi t
Ier and his entourage once had their summer residence. 
The Sheikh intends to reconstruct the demolished build
i�gs according to the original plans and open a Hitler 

,museum inside them." 

BUSINESS MAGAZINE PROMOTES 
AUSCHWITZ PROJECT AS PIONEERING 

Oct. 26 (IPS)--Writing recently in San Francisco Business magazine, 
one Paul, Van Slambrouck provides startling nm-1 evidence that Ausch
witz-caliber labor conditions will be the rule in the Rockefellers' 
IIProject Independence" and similar development projects. Entitled 
IISouth from Alaska," the article grandly outlines "men and machin
ery moving to ,the north slope" while lithe West Coast prepares for 
the 1977 delivery of oil" via the Alaska pipeline. The pipeline 
is ,nO\-1 under construction by the Alyaska consortium �t.7hich includes 
Rockefeller�controlled oil companies and the Bechtel Corporation, 
a CIA-run firm involved in labor�intens1ve development programs 
wor Id-�1'ide. 

Although his focus is on the benefits to the West Coast "once 
its refining capacity is increased," Slambrouck refers briefly to 
the inhuman living conditions prevalent on the construction sites 
of the pipeline itself: The men \-1ork 30 days straight, he "7rites, 
under "Spartan living conditions." They then have b'lO days off in 
"luxurious" Anchorage. But, he adds, the men enjoy it, since they 
"feel like pioneers." He quotes one: "I feel like a space explor
er " except the food is better." 

' 

What Slambrouck ignores is that this grueling "30-days straight' 
, regimen consists ofI2�hours-a-day labor under a degree of mili

tary-like regimentation. Behavior modification spe,cialists for 
Bechtel subject n�" recruits to orientation sessions designed to 
induce terror in any individual inclined to vary his behavior f�om 
that prescribed for the 24 hours of each day. Even so, the slave 
camps currently have a 30 to 40 per cent attritio� rate., Reported
ly, numerous recruits, at their first sight of the actual,working 
and living conditions, refuse to disembark from the plane. 
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